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CHALLENGES
As the cybersecurity landscape expands and work becomes more digitized, cyber risk has 
more avenues to target your organization. This risk often originates outside the organization 
in your vendor ecosystem. Risk professionals need to track changes in third-party security 
controls to keep their third-party portfolio within the bounds of their risk appetite. 
Performing assessments is expensive. The ever-evolving security risk environment makes 
this task more complex and presents a moving target that’s more time-consuming to manage. 
Risk professionals need a single pane of glass for vendor risk assessment, monitoring, and 
effective assurance to work effectively against cybersecurity threats.

BitSight’s Archer integration brings this capability to the market.
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• Reduce vendor onboarding and 
vendor management time

• Improve risk assessor productivity 
with objective evidence for vendor 
infosec posture

• Reduce the number of vendor 
assessments deployed by focusing on 
high-risk vendors

• Highlight risk in previously opaque 
areas

VENDOR VALIDATION

BRING YOUR WORKFLOW TO A NEW LEVEL OF EFFICIENCY
Connecting with BitSight on the Archer platform enables powerful efficiencies around third-
party risk management. The BitSight dashboard within Archer makes it possible to:

• Review vendors’ BitSight Security Rating and assess the impact of infosec-related activity 
      across your portfolio.

• Single-click access to BitSight reports along with deeper technical information in the 
      BitSight portal.

• Track program performance metrics and audit trails. 

• Always-current visibility of cyber 
risk across your third-party ecosystem

• Collaborative management of cyber 
risk with vendors

• Alerting on infosec findings 
triggered in BitSight

• Faster response to major security 
events impacting vendors

CONTINUOUS MONITORING

KEY BENEFITS

• C-Suite and Board ready 
reporting at a program, vendor, and 
event-level

• Efficient measurement of third-
party cyber risk that scales across 
your entire portfolio

EFFECTIVE ASSURANCE
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ABOUT BITSIGHT
BitSight transforms how organizations manage cyber risk. The BitSight Security Ratings Platform applies sophisticated algorithms, producing daily security 
ratings that range from 250 to 900, to help organizations manage their own security performance; mitigate third-party risk; underwrite cyber insurance 
policies; conduct financial diligence; and assess aggregate risk. With the largest ecosystem of users and information, BitSight is the Standard in Security 
Ratings. For more information, please visit www.bitsight.com
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CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF VENDOR CYBER RISK
The BitSight Archer integration speeds up your vendor onboarding and review process. When an infosec-related change occurs in a vendor’s 
network, the Third-Party Profile page provides quick access to the vendor’s BitSight data and reports. The vendor’s risk status is displayed 
with attendant evidence and deep links into the BitSight portal.

REAL-TIME VISIBILITY LEADS TO IMMEDIATE, COLLABORATIVE ACTIONS
Daily BitSight updates enable tracking changes across your vendor portfolio and help adjust your level of vendor monitoring based on vendor 
performance: you can choose to monitor high-impact vendors more thoroughly than low-impact vendors, instead of a one-size-fits-all approach.

Receive and assign alerts for critical changes in a vendor’s infosec posture to enable  cross-functional, efficient risk management across your 
vendor risk management program.   

WHAT VERSION OF ARCHER DOES THIS INTEGRATION SUPPORT?
This integration runs Archer versions 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10. If your version of Archer is earlier than this, please reach out to your BitSight 
representative to explore your options. 

HOW TO ACQUIRE THE INTEGRATION?
Head to BitSight Knowledge Base for the implementation guide and installation package, or contact BitSight to learn more.

https://www.bitsight.com/integrations/archer
https://help.bitsighttech.com/hc/en-us/articles/6582247813527



